
Year two – Planning sheet – Week beginning 1/2/21 

*Spell Blast (New list sent on a Monday).  Hopefully everyone has been receiving their new list each week, don’t forget it is based on a spelling pattern, so you do not need to go the list generated by the 

computer, as these are random.   

Follow this route... HWB – Just2easy – J2BLAST – SPELL BLAST – HAVE A PRACTISE - click on ‘SHARED’, which is on the right of the brown box that appears.  The most recent spelling list will be first.  

*High Frequency Words 

*Times tables using TTBlast on HWB or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8cCyQTkRgI  - Percy Parker   

*Handwriting 

*Jolly phonics – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y03uiPd-JTc 

 

 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

Session 
1 

Maths 
One more one less Robots 
 
Look at the numbers on each robot. 
Can you add the correct numbers to 
the cards the robots are holding? 
 
You will need to think which number is 
one less and one more. 
 
*The sheets attached get gradually 
harder.  Stop if the numbers are getting 
too challenging. 
 
Challenge: 
Try adding 2 more and 2 less. When 
you send me your work, let me know 
you have challenged yourself. 
 

Maths 
One more, one less dice activity 
 
We are continuing to look at one 
more and one less. 
 
Use a die to roll a number, note it 
in the middle column, then find 
one more and one less. 
 
Challenge: 
If you would like a challenge, you 
can roll the die 2 or 3 times, add 
the numbers, write that on your 
sheet, then find one more and one 
less. 
Or roll 3 dice to create a 3-digit 
number. 
 

Maths 
IXL 
 
Log on to IXL to find work set. 
Counting 
 
You may have noticed that I have 
‘recommended’ work in the Year1 
area, as well as the Year2. 
 
Your child can do both year group 
activities if they wish, or they can do 
the activities which best suits their 
understanding and ability. 

Maths 
Sequence Snakes 
Take a look at the numbers on the 
snakes.  If you look carefully, you 
should notice a pattern.  Maybe 
the number is one more or one 
less each time. Maybe each jump 
is more.  You will need to 
remember the x tables you have 
been practising to help you. 
 
*The 3 sheets attached get 
gradually harder.  Stop if the 
numbers are getting too 
challenging. 
 

Maths  
One more, one less game 
Using what you have practised 
this week, play this pairs game 
with someone at home.  
 
Follow the instructions on the 
game to see if you can get the 
most pairs. 
 

Session 
2 

Literacy 
Zoom Session 
Introducing how to plan/write their 
own story. 

Literacy 
Story plan 
Think/talk about how you will 
rewrite the story Giraffes Can’t 
Dance but changing key parts. 
Use the story plan example to help 
you.  I have written this story plan 
based an elephant in the zoo, you 
can use your own ideas. Use the 
story plan template to plot your 
own story.  

Literacy 
Story writing 
Use your story plan to write your story. 
 
Your plan has most of the information 
you need, but you will need to make it 
interesting by more detail by adding 
adjectives and verbs. 
 
Remember we looked at these last 
week, use these words to help you. 

Literacy 
Zoom session 
 
Quiz based on the story ‘Giraffes 
Can’t dance’. 
 
I will ask you some questions, with 
3 possible answers.   

 
Please have 3 coloured 
pieces of paper ready - red, 

Literacy 
FLIPGRID 
 
What makes you, you? 
Can you tell the class 2 interesting 
facts about yourself? 
 
Use the same process as before to 
access Flipgrid. 
There will be a different ‘Topic’ 
created based on this theme, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8cCyQTkRgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y03uiPd-JTc


The story can be the same as the 
book, but you will need to change 
the main characters, the setting, 
the problem (what can’t your 
character do?) and the solution 
(how does another animal help?) 
 

 
You can also use your high frequency 
word list to help you with tricky words. 
 
Don’t worry if this takes you a few days 
to complete. 

blue and green (each will 
represent an answer). 
 
When you have chosen your 
answer, you will hold up your 
colour to show me which one you 
have chosen. 

which will allow you to make your 
recording. 
 
Note: videos will not appear 
immediately as they need to be 
activated by myself first. 
 

Session 
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Science 
Forces Investigation 
We have been looking at different 
forces over the past few weeks. 
We are going to do an investigation to 
find out which is the best surface for a 
toy car to travel on.  
We want the car to travel as fast as 
possible, but when an object move 
against another, a force called fiction is 
created.  This slows the object down. 
I wonder which surface will allow the 
car to travel the fastest.  I would like 
you to find out. 
Use the planning sheet to help you. 
Remember to record the results, you 
will need them in Wednesday. 
 

Science 
Results 
The information you have 
collected are called your results. 
 
You will need to use these to 
decide which surface is best for 
your car to travel on. 
 
Use the results sheet to explain 
what you found out and create a 
chart in HWB. 
 

 

Humanities 
Venn diagram 
We have only really looked at the 
giraffe, but can you think of others 
animals you might find in Africa?  
Watch this short African Safari to help 
you. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-
mL12t8sE4# 
 
We know a giraffes are herbivores, 
that means they only eats plants, but 
some animals are carnivores, they eat 
meat and some are omnivores, they 
eat meat and plants. 
 
Using the animals you have thought 
about, use the Venn diagram to sort 
the animals into groups. 
I have included a sheet of animals with 
the Venn diagram, if you choose to cut 
and stick animals instead. 
 
 
 
 

Health and Well Being 
I am amazing 
Gerald thought he was useless 
and felt sad because he was 
different to the other animals, 
until he realised that he just did 
things differently.  Being different 
is a good thing, it makes us who 
we are and we are all unique 
(special in our own way). 
 
Think about what makes you 
AMAZING and tell me about all 
the things you can do using the ‘I 
am amazing’ sheet. 

Creative Arts 
Draw your own portrait 
A portrait is a painting or drawing 
of a person, showing just their 
head, neck and shoulders. 
 
Find a photograph of yourself or 
use a mirror so you can see 
yourself and have a go at drawing 
your own portrait. 
 
TIPS 
*Make sure you give yourself 
plenty of time, don’t rush 
*Use your pencil gently, so you 
can rub away any mistakes 
*Use the fun video (link below) to 
help you place your features (your 
eyes, nose, mouth and ears in the 
correct place 
*You don’t not need to colour 
your portrait 
*Use A4 paper and try and fill the 
space 
 
I’d love to see your work once you 
have finished. 
 
 

Session 
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Read a book to yourself or share a book 
with someone at home. 

Read a book to yourself or share a 
book with someone at home. 

Read a book to yourself or share a 
book with someone at home. 

Read a book to yourself or share a 
book with someone at home. 

Read a book to yourself or share a 
book with someone at home. 

Art  - Draw your own portrait 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=self+portrait+lesson+KIDS&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520KIDS%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVR%26sp%3d-

1%26pq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520kid%26sc%3d3-

24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE7CE1705FD3B4EF78FF3C17B9C6B281D&adlt=strict%2cstrict&view=detail&mid=7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B&&FORM=VDRVRV 

 

ZOOM SESSIONS – The Zoom sessions will always be at 11am on a Monday and Thursday, however on Monday 8th February the meeting will be slightly earlier at 10.45am. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-mL12t8sE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-mL12t8sE4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=self+portrait+lesson+KIDS&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520KIDS%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVR%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520kid%26sc%3d3-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE7CE1705FD3B4EF78FF3C17B9C6B281D&adlt=strict%2cstrict&view=detail&mid=7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=self+portrait+lesson+KIDS&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520KIDS%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVR%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520kid%26sc%3d3-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE7CE1705FD3B4EF78FF3C17B9C6B281D&adlt=strict%2cstrict&view=detail&mid=7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=self+portrait+lesson+KIDS&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520KIDS%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVR%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dself%2520portrait%2520lesson%2520kid%26sc%3d3-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dE7CE1705FD3B4EF78FF3C17B9C6B281D&adlt=strict%2cstrict&view=detail&mid=7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B7D2CF2E57A194BFE924B&&FORM=VDRVRV

